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LOGLINE: A grief-stricken man and a bipolar woman fall in love and attempt to forge a simple life together. TAGLINE: Yet memory will not abandon love. SYNOPSIS Nickie Bellow (Tom Cullen) is a self-destructive drifter, ever mourning the disappearance of his younger brother. Having abandoned a life of promise in his native UK, he has spent the inaugural years of adulthood drowning grief in alcohol and violence. By the 5th anniversary of his brother’s disappearance he has reached his nadir - fired from his menial job, he is poised once again for an aimless life. Then he meets Emily (Tatiana Maslany) and the two form an immediate, inseparable bond – it is love at first sight deepened by a shared sense of sorrow. Enamored with each other, they expedite the standard rituals of a ‘normal’ relationship. Drunk on the intoxication of an accelerated young love, they consume each other ravenously, accustomed to the fleeting and transitory, untrusting of permanence. After a short amount of time, his PTSD and her bipolar disorder surface complicating their new-found intimacy. They have a connection deeper than anything they could have imagined; it’s the two of them against the world. For Nickie and Emily, time does not heal all wounds, but could real love indeed conquer all? LONG SYNOPSIS Nickie Bellow is a self-destructive drifter ever mourning the disappearance of his younger brother. Having abandoned a life of promise in his native UK, he has spent the inaugural years of adult life drowning grief in alcohol and violence. By the 5th anniversary of his brother’s disappearance he has reached his nadir - fired from his menial job, he is poised once again for an aimless life. Then he meets Emily: The two form an immediate, inseparable bond – it is love at first sight deepened by a shared sense of sorrow. Nickie and Emily expedite the standard rituals of a ‘normal’ relationship. They sleep together on their first proper date and become immediately exclusive, spending every waking moment together. Drunk on the intoxication of an accelerated young love, they consume each other ravenously, both accustomed to the fleeting and transitory, untrusting of permanence. Emily befriends Nickie’s cousin Sammy, a young awkward romantic and a comic foil for Nickie. Nickie plays Cops and Robbers with Emily’s young students, further ingratiating himself into her life. They play hooky from their responsibilities and problems, hiding away in the little forgotten corners of their metropolis. Still, in spite of – if not because of - their best intentions, their respective demons catch up with them, upsetting fantasy with the ballast of reality. Emily’s illness, an extreme version of Mania called Rapid cycling Bipolar 1 Disorder, begins to manifest itself. The more Emily tries to hide her mania from Nickie, the more it rages out of control, and the more he feels a pathological need to save her. The more Nickie ignores his own burden in hopes of managing Emily’s, the more tenuous becomes his grasp on the present moment. Nickie tells Emily about



the disappearance of his brother, and Emily finally explains her illness to Nickie. By the time Emily descends into a fit of extreme madness, all Nickie can do is literally watch. Before her father takes over and ships her away to a hospice for the year, Nickie is afforded only the most abrupt opportunity to say goodbye. Over the next few months Nickie endeavors to reconnect with friends, affecting a ‘normal’ state of being. While time does not heal all wounds, Nickie has begun the process of tending to his grief. He lives a modest, quiet life neither filled with hope nor beset by despair – it is not existence but subsistence. Then he finds her waiting for him. This time around, Nickie and Emily intend to proceed with caution, both wary of how each can disrupt their newfound balance. But their good intentions are cast aside, and they quickly picking up where they left off. At a high-stakes dinner with Emily’s father and stepmother, Emily surprises Nickie by asking her father for a loan. Her father refuses and orders Nickie to leave Emily, citing Nickie’s inability to care properly for her. The tense evening only serves to strengthen Nickie and Emily’s collusion – it is the two of them against the world. They move in together, building a shared home, forging a simple life and looking to a shared future. Nickie’s mother visits from the UK. A quiet night with his family is the highlight of these new beginnings, until the looming cloud of illness swiftly descends. A manic episode flares suddenly, forcing a second, possibly decisive separation. Notions of ‘closure’ will remain impossible while the necessity for ‘acceptance’ will prove paramount; the possibility of ‘healing’ will manifest as the need for mere, sheer survival. By the film’s conclusion Nickie and Emily remain individually burdened yet strengthened by their persisting bond. For them, time does not heal all wounds, but real love does indeed conquer all. DIRECTOR’S STATEM ENT I am driven by the tenets of a formalized realism speckled with dashes of fantasy and the unreal. I look to meld the austerity of classical filmmaking with baroque elements of the Music Video/YouTube generation. I do not want to just make a film today, but a film ‘of today’: one that explores the diversity of today’s popular ethos. Tonally I want my work to exist in the intersection between impressionism and expressionism. I look to walk the thin line between drama and melodrama – to bridge the gap between a Bressonian minimalism and modern excess. I am more motivated to conjure feeling rather than provoke thought – I aim to relay an emotional rather than intellectual ‘pay off’. The Other Half explores a prolonged grief and a mental illness that both intensify rather than deteriorate over time. I wanted to examine how two sick animals sniff each other out and protect each other; how trauma informs love; where a sort of pathological need to save someone is engendered. Above all, I wanted to look at what real hope and commitment looked like for two people who are madly in love, but burdened beyond repair.



Q&A WITH DIRECTOR What was the inspiration for the story? The film is not autobiographical, but very personal. I set out to write about grief over time, about a delayed and prolonged grief. It was not an intellectual impetus, it was a simple, deep emotional need...Little by little that evolved into a love story between two sick people just by the process of writing, of course inspired loosely from personal experience...The two characters come from two sides of my experience or personality. I didn't have a set plan to write about bipolar disorder, that evolved from writing and research...I wanted to explore how when two very sick people fall in love their respective illnesses in some ways bring them closer but in other ways may be the only thing wrenching them apart. Above all I wanted to uncover what real versions of hope looked like for people this beleaguered. Did you do research about the subject of mental illness and grief before writing the script? The elements of grief in the film are drawn entirely from my life and experience. Because I don't know anyone with bipolar disorder, I did much research so as to make sure we were being as respectful as possible to people who suffer from bipolar disorder and mental illness in general...my father is a doctor with a background in English literature. He collaborated with me over the years on many iterations of the script. He once read a draft and told me he thought I was writing about bipolar disorder - I did all my research from that point on. He would mine each script for clinical truth and accuracy, and finally my sister who is a psychiatrist worked with Tatiana and I in prep leading up to shooting...then of course there is all the lovely research Tatiana did on her own... The film was shot in Toronto, yet you avoided lingering on key landmarks. Was this done deliberately to give the feeling this story could take place in any city? It was important to me that we felt this was a faceless, nameless metropolis, because all major cities in the world, however wonderful they are, include a breeding ground for a kind of violence specific to Urbania...he's a lost man, a faceless city is more pernicious to me than grounding the world in landmarks...mostly I think it important to always be as specific and personal as possible in acting/writing/directing, but sometimes one can draw more detailed narrative juice out of a more generalized ingredient - that's interesting to me... Sound plays an integral part in the film – in particular, the street traffic and sirens. Can you talk about the use of sound in the film? And the music? I want to make films that leave you with a feeling more than a thought. My favorite films and sources of inspiration tend to be highly sensorial and evocative; expressionistic...Aslo, I'm a first person POV filmmaker, so I am always asking myself where is Nickie at this stage in the story...using the sirens and traffic was a way of creating Nickie's experience for the audience the same way a POV shot puts us in his shoes...it highlights his grief...sirens become ubiquitous, some real, some imagines...constant jarring, passing traffic underscores the sudden nature of violence...in general the sudden violent cuts on sound represent for me a world where a boy can suddenly go missing...in all, the sound design was always meant to highlight his state of being at any given point, which is why when Emily comes into his life, it is



more regulated and quiet, in other moments the sound prelaps or overlaps to highlight a man who is haunted, who is never ready for what is waiting around the corner...in terms of music, I love movie's with leitmotif's like Vivre Sa Vie, This Is England, Twelve Years A Slave...I made the leitmotif for Nickie and Emily used three times, and Tom played the beautiful beautiful ukulele and piano music we hear in the movie...he played it live in the scenes... Camerawork also plays a role in the film – the blurred shots, changing focus, etc. Can you talk about this? The visual world (the whole mise en scene) was designed around Nickie's state of being, with the intention of evoking a world that supported the subject matter of grief and mental illness...we used a lot of light over cranking (SLO MO) to distill a heavier feeling in moments, we did something called step printing to evoke a more dreamlike feeling in other moments...slow rack focuses to a child playing soccer behind him was a quiet way we wanted to intimate where his head was at in one given moment, to surround him and really encase him in the tragedy that defined and destroyed his life and the life of his family... It’s interesting to see Emily surrounded by her colorful paintings at one of her manic moments. Can you tell us who did the paintings and did you have a certain kind of feeling in mind for them? My older brother who is a beautiful artist did all the paintings. In a very short amount of time with limited resources, he created our painting of Emily's mother she works on in the beginning of her manic episode...the idea was for her paintings to evoke her deep, rich inner life that for her is too often disorganizing, and at worst, all-devouring - hence the rich colour pallets that are employed in unnatural or illogical ways...the other paintings were older works of his I had access to that I felt were appropriate for her oeuvre... The acting in the film is superb. Do you think your own background in acting helped you with your directing? And if so, in what way? Definitely, my background and training as a method actor helped enormously. As a first time filmmaker, it was a great advantage to have a shorthand with actors and a sense of how to speak with them on the day, with time being the ever dwindling commodity...but without question, the main point is I had the benefit and privilege of Tom, Tat, Suzanne, Henry, Mark, Deragh and all the other insanely talented actors... Are there any interesting anecdotes that happened during filming that we could include in the kit? We didn't plan the lightning - sometimes you do get lucky...



BACKGROUNDER Years ago I set out to write about a delayed and prolonged grief; about griefas illness. In my experience time does not heal all wounds, in fact it is quite the opposite. The passing of time can deepen a loss, as the more the years go by the further one gets from a missing loved one. The film started out from a more literal, more autobiographical place. Over the years that changed - the more I wrote the more the film became instead a romantic story about two ruined people who can’t help but love each other. (In my hometown of Montreal it would be called amour fou). On set we would say Nickie and Emily were two sick animals. Perhaps the rest of the world would recoil from them but for each other, their stink don’t stink. Nickie and Emily began as two different sides of my personality, my experience - my life. Over the years they slowly became more defined - Nickie’s backstory changed entirely, Emily’s illness became clinically defined through research. They both became very different from each other and from me. But it was only when Tom and Tatiana came on board that they finally became fully, magnificently fleshed out. And it is only because of our wonderful team that we were able to make our film largely on our terms, with joy and love. In all my films I look to explore how love can survive – and hopefully triumph – amidst these dark days. My hope is that this film speaks to real versions of hope for the beleaguered, and belies Hollywood tropes built of American Dream ideology. (No offence America). ABOUT THE CAST TOM CULLEN (“Nickie”) Tom won the British Independent Award for Most Promising Newcomer for his performance in Weekend (2011), which had its World Premiere at SXSW Film Festival. He appeared in an episode of the critically acclaimed British TV miniseries, Black Mirror (2011), which won an international Emmy for Best Series. An extremely versatile actor, Tom has appeared in several productions showing his range in films such as Desert Dancer (2014), and The Last Days on Mars (2013), on top of an impressive television slate including roles in The Five (2015), Ridley Scott-produced World Without End (2012), and most notably as Lord Gillingham on Downton Abbey (2013-2014). TATIANA MASLANY (“Emily”) From her 2010 Sundance Breakout Actress Award to her Golden Globe and Emmy award nominations for lead actress in a television drama, Tatiana Maslany has garnered numerous accolades for her film and television roles. 2016 will bring Maslany to large and small screens, with a starring role starring opposite Jake Gyllenhaal in the film Stronger (2016) based on a memoir by a Boston Marathon bombing survivor and the 4th season of BBC America’s Orphan Black. In Orphan Black, where she plays several women who are revealed to be clones, she has also earned a Golden Globe nomination, an Emmy Award nomination, two Critics Choice Awards, two Teen Choice Awards nominations and one win, a Young Hollywood Award, two Canadian Screen Awards and a SAG Award nomination.



Maslany recently wrapped production Two Lovers and a Bear alongside Dane DeHaan about two young adults fighting the elements and their inner-demons as they fall in love in a small North Pole town, directed by Oscar-nominated Kim Nguyen. Maslany was most recently seen in The Weinstein Company’s The Woman in Gold, starring alongside Helen Mirren and Ryan Reynolds. Simon Curtis directed the film, in which she plays the young Helen Mirren character. HENRY CZERNY (“Jacob”) Henry Czerny is a renowned actor, recognized for starring opposite Harrison Ford in Clear And Present Danger (1994), Tom Cruise in Mission Impossible (1996), and Bradley Cooper & Liam Neeson in The ATeam (2010). He has demonstrated his comedic abilities with his satirical portrayal of ‘Mr. Bottoms’ in the Zombie indie film Fido (2006), alongside Carrie-Anne Moss, as well as by playing ‘Yuri’, the Russian Trainer, opposite Steve Martin in The Pink Panther (2006). A classically trained actor, Henry Czerny began his career on stage, starring in both plays and musicals most notably in an acclaimed off-Broadway production of Shaw’s Arms and the Man and in a myriad of Shakespeare plays at Canadian Stage and Toronto Free Theatre. His breakout role was in the Canadian made-for television film The Boys of St. Vincent (1992), for which he won multiple awards - including his first of many Gemini awards, and the FIPA d’Or for Best Actor in Cannes. Henry followed this with many TV movies and guest-starring roles, culminating in an unforgettable performance of the colorful ‘Duke of Norfolk’ in Showtime’s multi-award-winning series The Tudors (2007). With a versatility that delights his devoted fans, Henry Czerny moves from film to television with disarming ease, naturally creating a wide array of characters. He is equally believable as the 16th century nobleman as he is as ‘Neale Donald Walsch’ (and the voice of God) in the feature Conversations With God (2006). His four season run as ‘Conrad Grayson’, the magnetic and enigmatic patriarch in the ABC hit series Revenge (2011-2014), has garnered him further acclaim. On the small screen, he was just seen as the highly-anticipated villain ‘The Toyman’ on CBS’s hit series Supergirl (2016), and up next, will guest star as TMI’s estranged father on Fox’s Rosewood (2016). Henry can currently be seen in theatres in Atom Egoyan’s award-winning feature Remember (2015), taking on the role of ‘son’ to Oscar winner Christopher Plummer. SUZANNE CLÉMENT (“Marie”) Suzanne Clément garnered international attention in 2012 when she won the Un Certain Regard - Best Actress award at Cannes for her role as ‘Fred Belair’ in Xavier Dolan’s Laurence Always (2012). This same role led to another win (Best Actress River Run International Film Festival) and three additional nominations (Canadian Screen Awards, International Cinephile Society and the Vancouver Film Critics Circle). Clément has appeared in three other films by Dolan, including I Killed My Mother (2009) and Mommy (2014). The acclaimed Mommy won the Cannes Jury Prize in 2014, and has gone onto countless wins and nominations in film festivals around the world, and selected as Canada’s Oscar entry for Best Foreign-language Film. For her rich portrayal of the mysterious ‘Kyla’ in Mommy, Clément has received



numerous nominations and wins including her Canadian Screen Award for best Performance by an Actress in a Supporting Role, the Best Actress Award at the Namur Film Festival, and being nominated by the Online Film Critics Society Awards for Best Supporting Actress opposite Patricia Arquette, Jessica Chastain, Agata Kulesza and Tilda Swinton. Incredibly hardworking and always in-demand, Clément filmed her second film with director Philippe Falardeau - GUIBORD S’en Va-T-En Guerre (2015), winner of Best Canadian Feature at both TIFF and Toronto International Critics Association, and nominated for Best Motion Picture at the Canadian Screen Awards, and Early Winter (2015) directed by fellow Cannes-winner Michael Rowe. She followed these projects with Taulardes (2015) from writer/director Audrey Estrougo. Other credits include: Luc Picard’s L’Aidition (2005); Fernand Dansereau’s La Brunante (2007); Philippe Falardeau’s It’s Not Me, I Swear! (2008); Stefan Miljevic’s Amsterdam (2013); and Jean-Jacques Zilbermann’s A La Via (2014). MARK RENDALL (“Sammy”) Mark Rendall was born in 1988 in Toronto, Canada. At the age of 10 he auditioned for Cameron Macintosh’s Touring Musical Production of Oliver, and landed the role of ‘Spider’, one of Fagin’s pickpockets, as well as understudy for the character ‘Oliver’ which he ended up playing a total of 26 times during its three month run. Since his theatrical debut, he has gone on to perform in a long list of lead and supporting roles in both film and television. Titles include: 30 Days of Night (2007), My One and Only (2009), Charlie Bartlett (2009), The Exploding Girl (2009), “Transporter: The Series” (2014), “Hannibal” (2013), Year of the Carnivore (2009), Algonquin (2013), The Birder (2013), History of Love (2016), and many more. Mark is also known in the voiceover world for his performance as “Arthur” the aardvark in the animated series of the same name. DERAGH CAMPBELL (“Anna”) Deragh Campbell is a Toronto-based actor and writer. She got her start in the acclaimed feature by Matthew Porterfield, I Used to be Darker (2013), which premiered at Sundance in 2013 and made The New Yorker’s top 25 films of 2013 list. She went on to star in Dustin Guy Defa’s short film Person to Person (2014) that premiered at Sundance and won the DAAD short-film prize at the Berlinale in 2014. Deragh starred in Nathan Silver’s black comedy Stinking Heaven (2015) and Sofia Bohdanawicz’s Never Eat Alone (2016), receiving writing credits on both. Deragh has a degree in creative writing from Concordia University and has received a prestigious MacDowell Fellowship to create her first feature with co-writer Alexandra Napier. Most recently Deragh starred in the German director Julian Radlmaier's feature, The Pursuit of Happiness, and she was featured as a Rising Star at the 2015 Toronto International Film Festival.



ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS JOEY KLEIN (Director, Writer) Originally from Montreal, Joey is a graduate of Concordia University (BA in Communications) as well as Circle in the Square Theatre School in NYC. A character actor, Joey has starred or played a supporting role in numerous Independent features such as We're Still Together, The Animal Project (TIFF 2013), The Husband (TIFF 2013) and Girl in the Whitecoat (Jutra nomination Best Supporting Actor 2013). He has been a working film/TV actor for the last decade, with roles in American Gangster, On The Road and most recently 12 Monkeys the series. As a writer/director Joey has completed two short films on Bravo!FACT grants - Waiting For You (2012) and Waterloo (2013). The Other Half is the first film in a trilogy exploring how different forms of violence affects our ability and our need to connect in a modern urban setting. NICOLE HILLIARD-FORDE (Producer) Nicole Hilliard-Forde is a Canadian film producer and casting director. Nicole is responsible for planning and overseeing the development and production of content for film, television and digital platforms for indie production company Motel Pictures Inc. The Other Half is Nicole’s first feature film with actorwriter-director creator Joey Klein. Nicole is known as a media professional with an eye for the development of new and emerging talent through her work as Producer of TIFF Rising Stars – a talent accelerator initiative of the Toronto International Film Festival. Nicole is a member of the Casting Society of America, Television Academy of Arts & Sciences and Canadian Media Production Association. JONATHAN BRONFMAN (Producer) Jonathan is a Toronto-based film producer and entrepreneur. He is the founder of JoBro Productions & Film Finance, a company that specializes in the development, financing and production of contemporary film projects. Jonathan’s credits include Race (Focus Features 2016), Indignation (Sundance 2016), The Witch (Sundance 2015), He Never Died (SXSW 2015), Bang Bang Baby (TIFF 2014), The Calling, Extraterrestrial (Tribeca 2014). Upcoming film includes Two Lovers and a Bear. Jonathan received his Bachelor of Commerce from the Desautels Faculty of Management at McGill University. BOBBY SHORE (Cinematographer) Bobby Shore is a lauded cinematographer who has worked on award-winning feature films, commercials, and music videos. Upon graduating from the Cinematography Program at the American Film Institute, Bobby’s talent was in demand, enabling him to shoot in both Los Angeles and Montreal.



To date, he has shot television series for both the IFC and the Showcase Network, and has ten feature films to his credit such as La Linea, Fubar 2 (2010), A Dark Truth (2012), Goon (2011), and Bang Bang Baby (2014), for which he received a Canadian Screen Award nomination for Achievement in Cinematography. This past January, he was accepted into the Canadian Society of Cinematographers. Most recently, Bobby shot Swearnet (2014), the latest franchise from the Trailer Park Boys, one of Canada’s most beloved comedy troupes. He is currently shooting the first season of Jay Baruchel’s new TV program. JAMES VANDERWATER (Editor) James Vanderwater is a Toronto-based filmmaker. He graduated from Ryerson University’s School of Image Arts in 2007. Vandewater got his start working for Rhombus Media where he was the director, cinematographer and editor of a one-hour television documentary about the making of Paul Gross’ feature film Passchendaele (2008). The documentary, The Road to Passchendaele, premiered on Global TV, enjoying record ratings for a documentary of its kind. Vandewater is the series producer and director of the comedy quiz show, Cash Cab, starring comedian Adam Growe, which is now in its eighth season. As an editor, Vandewater has worked on notable projects such as the 2012 feature And Now A Word From Our Sponsor (2013), starring Parker Posey and Bruce Greenwood, We Ate The Children Last (dir. Andrew Cividino – Toronto International Film Festival Top Ten 2012), Animal Control (dir. Kire Paputts TIFF 2011), and the short film version of Sleeping Giant (Toronto International Film Festival Top TEN 2014, Locarno International Film Festival). Most recently, Vandewater edited and co-produced the feature length version of Sleeping Giant (2015), which had its world premiere at the Cannes Film Festival Semaine de la Critique 2015, and subsequently screened at Filmfest Munchen, Karlovy Vary and Toronto International Film Festival 2015.
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Prodigy Pictures in association with Mongrel Media Telefilm Canada Ontario Media Development Corporation Harold Greenberg Fund present a Motel Pictures Inc JoBro Productions production a film by Joey Klein “The Other Half” Tom Cullen Tatiana Maslany Suzanne Clément Mark Rendall and Henry Czerny Costume Designer Anya Taraboulsy Original music by Tom Cullen and Joey Klein Editor James Vandewater Production Designer Chris Crane Director of Photography Bobby Shore Executive Producers Jay Firestone Vanessa Piazza Tom Cullen Tatiana Maslany David Miller Mark Gingras John Laing Hussain Amarshi Julia Sereny Jennifer Kawaja Produced by Nicole Hilliard-Forde Jonathan Bronfman Joey Klein Written and directed by Joey Klein



OPENING CREDITS Prodigy Pictures [logo] Mongrel Media [logo] Motel [logo] JoBro [logo] TAIL CREDITS Tom Cullen Tatiana Maslany Suzanne Clément Mark Rendall Deragh Campbell Nancy Palk and Henry Czerny Written and Directed by Joey Klein produced with the participation of [Telefilm Canada logo] produced with the participation of the Ontario Media Development Corporation [logo] produced with the participation of [The Harold Greenberg Fund logo] Produced by Nicole Hilliard-Forde Produced by Jonathan Bronfman Produced by Joey Klein Executive Producers Jay Firestone Vanessa Piazza Tom Cullen Tatiana Maslany David Miller Mark Gingras John Laing Hussain Amarshi



Julia Sereny Jennifer Kawaja Director of Photography Bobby Shore Production Designer Chris Crane Editor James Vandewater Costume Designer Anya Taraboulsy Original Music by Joey Klein and Tom Cullen Music Supervisor Michael A. Perlmutter



Line Producer Lori Fischburg Assistant Production Manager Heather Young First Assistant Director Ryan Port Second Assistant Director Moe Rai Third Assistant Director Sarah Macleod CAST Nickie Tom Cullen Emily Tatiana Maslany Marie Suzanne Clement Jacob Henry Czerny Sammy Mark Rendall Anna Deragh Campbell Katherine Nancy Palk William Benedict Campbell Officer James Emmanuel Kabongo Kristin Diana Bentley Tommy Zachary Hilliard-Forde Club Gal Allison Brennan Johnny Kaleb Alexander Hooded Boy Christian Smith Waiter David Christo Bruised Man Trevor Hayes Stunt Coordinator Wayne Wells Stunts Derrick Franklin CREW First Assistant Camera Bill Franks



Second Assistant Camera Nick Jackson Steadicam Operators Alan Kelly Mike Heathcote DIT Gavin Keen Camera Trainee Brandon Craggs Script Supervisor Alex Josselyn Production Sound Mixer Jeffery Magat Boom Operators Art Pisanski Dennis Nicholson Gaffer Ryan Hernandez Best Boy Electrics Devin Myler Cam Smith Rigging Gaffer Bryan Brooks Daily Electrics Spencer Johnston Alex Poutainen Key Grip Best Boy Grip Dolly Grip Board Operator Daily Grips



TJ Richardson Daniel M. Veldman TJ Richardson Desiree Lidon Cliff Ramnuath Nick Goulet



Art Director Zosia MacKenzie Set Decorator Brian Sidel Set Dressers Myron Meek Laura Menheere Sam Atkinson Camila Tamburini Dan Ross Janae Vandvyvere Graphics Designer Oscar Saragossi Property Master Mike Ward Emily's paintings Benjamin Klein Assistant Costume Designer Julia Cronin Daily Wardrobe Mara Zigler Tess Barbieri Kendra Terpenning Key Makeup/Hair Kristin Wayne Daily Makeup/Hair Artists Emily O'Quinn Oriana Rossi Cassandra Kehren



Brandi Boulet Sid Armour Production Coordinator Jamie Miller Executive Assistants, Motel Pictures Kristin Waterson Natalie Semotiuk Assistant to Producer, JoBro Productions Andrew Bronfman Production Assistants Stephen Henderson Jen McLean Taras Hemon Holland Leyes Marc Winegust Brandon Koreavaar Driver Jeff Chapman Cast Driver Joycelin Lai Location Manager Jason McFadden Location Production Assistant Matthew Galanti Set Medic Raymond Tyrrell Medical Consultant Hannah Klein Story Editor Karen Walton Creative Consultant Jack Klein Extras Casting by Krista Fraser Catering by Absolutely Famished Catering Blazing Kitchen Craft Service by Velvet Tamarind Assistant Craft Service Rommel Villano TAD/Child Wrangler Camila Tamburini AD Production Assistant Eli Weinstein Post Production Accountant Morgan Bentley Production Accountant Racheal Forbes Public Relations EPK Director EPK Editor Interactive Manager



Rebecca Fisher/PMK-BNC David Rendall Aaron Mirkin Julie Giles



BUnit Line Producer Georgina Lopez Production Coordinator Rennata Lopez Assistant Director Paul Schaefer



Transportation Coordinator Bob Arsenault Drivers Dennis Proulx Anthony Peppers Aspro Cast Driver Julie Li POST PRODUCTION Post Production Supervisor Kristin Waterson Post Production Sound and Picture by Urban Post Production Inc. LOGO Supervising Sound Editor Emile Boucek Sound Effects Editors Olivia Kolakowski Joseph Facciuolo Dialogue Editor Emile Boucek ADR Editor Jeremy Laing Assistant Sound Editor Dude Laing ADR Recordists Rob Sinko Matthew McKenzie Foley Artists Tim O'Connell Marilee Yorston Foley Recordist Dave Mercel Chelsea Body Re-recording Mixer Keith Elliott Rudy Michael Re-recording Assistant Jeremy Fong On-Line Editor Kyle Campbell Colourist Drake Conrad Urban Post Project Manager Roberta Bratti Stills Photographers Tim Leyes Erin Simkin Chris Altorf Jessica Hayes Camera Equipment provided by Panavision Grip and Electric Equipment provided by William F. White's Picture Vehicles provided by MK Picture Car Services Production Insurance integro Entertainment Production Attorney Daniel Goldenberg Chartered Accountant Jimmy Ye, CA Clearances provided by The Research House Music mixed at Urban Post Productions [logo]



SPECIAL THANKS TO Adam Locke Norton Alyssa Swanzey Amanda Rosenthal Christina Piovesan Emily Hilliard-Forde Fitzgerald Forde



Holly Deveaux Matt Hannam Matt Hilliard-Forde Matt Lessall Max McCabe-Lokos Perry Zimel



Savannah Gomes Steve Gravestock Susan Forde The Klein Family Trevor Morgan Zack Hilliard-Forde



MUSIC "III - Scherzo: Presto Trio: Andante sostenuto" performed by Bernard Greenhouse and Julliard String Quartet composed by Franz Schubert Courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment by arrangement with Sony Music Entertainment Canada Inc. Theme for "The Other Half" written and performed by Joey Klein



"Piano Theme" written and performed by Tom Cullen



"Forgotten Guilt"



"I W anna Be (Your Everything)"



performed by Drumcell



performed by The Manhattans



written by Moe Espinos (BMI)



courtesy of CLR Recordings



written by W infred Lovett published by Sanavan Music Co. (BMI)/Bright Star Publishing Co. (BMI) courtesy of Carnival Records, by arrangement with W estwood Music Group



"Ukulele Theme"



"After Laughter (Comes Tears)"



published by Copyright Control



written and performed by Tom Cullen



"Hold My Body Down" performed by catl written by Jamie Fleming and Sarah Kirkpatrick (SOCAN)



published by and courtesy of catl



performed by Wendy Rene written by Mary Lou Frierson (BMI) and Joseph W. Frierson (ASCAP) published by Irving Music Inc. c/o Universal Music Publishing Canada courtesy of Atlantic Recording Corp. by arrangement with Warner Music Group Film & TV Licensing "I Must Have Done Something Wrong" written and performed by Eddie Kirkland published by Trianon Publications (BMI) courtesy of Fortune Records, by arrangement with W estwood Music Group



"Colder Kind of Cocktail, Lazy Monday, One Humid Night" written and performed by Ari Posner published by and couresy of Ari Posner (SOCAN)



"Speak Silence" performed by Drumcell



written by Moe Espinosa (BMI) published by Copyright Control courtesy of CLR Recordings This production was made possible with the generous support of the membership of ACTRA [logo] Developed with the participation of Ontario Media Development Corporation [logo] Harold Greenberg Fund [logo] Funded with the assistance of the Canadian Film or Video Production Tax Credit and Ontario Film & Television Tax Credit Federal tax credit [logo] Provincial tax credit [logo] The events, characters and firms depicted in this motion picture are fictitious. Any similarity to actual living persons, living or dead, or to actual firms, is purely coincidental. This film is protected under the laws of Canada, the United States, and other countries. Any unauthorized reproduction, distribution, or other use of this film in whole or in part including the soundtrack will result in civil and/or criminal liability. FILMED ENTIRELY ON LOCATION IN TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA Produced in association with The Movie Network [TMN logo] a division of Bell Media Movie Central [wordmark logo] NABET [logo] IA667 [logo] IA411 [logo] WFW [logo] Dolby [logo] Mongrel [logo] 2016 © Motel JoBro TOH Inc.
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